Top Tips for Remote Filming
Here are some hints and tips to help you get the best results when
filming remotely through the Virtual Studio.
clipboard-check Prepare in advance – last minute actions often create long term problems.
wifi It’s good to have a solid internet connection. A hard-wired computer is best but if you don’t have
that, be as close to the wireless router as you can.
headphones If possible, please wear headphones to ensure the highest possible audio quality. Earbuds are best
and less visible. If you don’t have headphones that’s fine as your device’s microphone will suffice.
camera Ensure that the camera lens on your device is clean, a quick wipe with a cloth can work wonders.
lightbulb

Try to set up a light in front of your face (maybe behind your computer or off to the side).

image Choose a background you feel comfortable with and make sure there is nothing sensitive in view. If
you have windows directly behind you, you will need more light in front of you to balance it out.
tshirt We recommended business casual clothing but you should select whatever you feel is most
appropriate.

When you film through the Virtual Studio, our online engineers will work with you to optimise your set up
ahead of the shoot but anything you can do to help ahead of time will ensure the event runs as smoothly
as possible J

Advanced Tips
If you really want to make your home set up look more professional, and get even better results,
you could consider:
video An upgrade to your camera
microphone-alt

Using a higher grade, dedicated microphone

lightbulb

Investing in some good lighting

square Staging your background
user-friends Adding a second camera angle – to give the editors another camera feed
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